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Some reconstruction of the Francis Galton Laboratory having taken place, it

seemed desirable to provide the workers associated with it with a direct channel

of publication of their own, in which their more extended memoirs should appear.

It is hoped that the present sei'ies may be issued at short intervals. Subscribers

should notify their intention of taking in the memoirs as they are published

to Messrs Dulau & Co. Requests to exchange with similar publications, with

archives and journals dealing with demographic and sociological problems, or

with census reports, should be directed to The Editor, Eugenics Laboratory,

University College, Gower Street, London, W.C.



On a Measure of the Resemblance of First Cousins in Man.
J

By Ethel M. Eldertox, Galton Research Scholar in National Eugenics

in the University of London ; assisted by Karl Pearson, F.R.S.

1. Introductory. While a very large amount of data has been collected,

reduced and published relating to the degree of resemblance in physical and psychical

characters of a considerable number of pairs of relatives in man—especially in the

direct line and between collaterals of the first degree—but little has yet been done

with regard to collaterals in higher degrees. As far as we are aware tbe only quanti-

tative measures yet determined are those for eye colour in man between uncle or

aunt and nephew or niece*. No measure of resemblance has yet been determined for

cousins. Yet it is precisely among collaterals of the second degree that the question

of consanguineous marriages becomes in practical life of great importance, inequality

of age being bere less marked, and thus the degree of resemblance between such

collaterals has not only scientific but eugenic value. According to local law and

religious custom cousin marriages are permitted or forbidden ; thus it would appear

that we are here concerned with divergent human experiences, unconsciously formu-

lated, as to the relative value of endogamy and exogamy. If we take a character

whicb is detrimental to tbe individual, it will, at least in primitive communities,

be in the bulk of cases a hindrance to mating. Hence, as a rule, we must classify

such a detrimental character as recessive in the Mendelian senset, otherwise selection

would have weeded it out. Now consider for a moment a population of dominants

with notation DD, and suppose one of these to mate with an individual of detrimental

attribute and constitution RR. The result will be the hybrid sibship marked by DR,

in which the recessive character R will be latent. If brother-sister mating is for-

bidden the next generation will be obtained (assuming the recessive individuals RR
to be extremely rare) by mating with the population of dominant character, and the

result will be equal numbers of DD and DR. Thus the generation of cousins would

consist of 50 p. c. of dominants and 50 p. c. apparent dominants with the detrimental

character recessive. ' It therefore follows that it would be as detrimental for some

cousins to marry as for all brothers and sisters of the first hybrid sibship. That is to

* Pearson and Lee : Phil. Trans. Vol. 195, A, p. 114 et seq.

t Thus albinism and the tuberculous diathesis are, if not true and complete recessives in the Mendelian

sense, still more nearly recessive than dominant characteristics. But there are other abnormalities, e.g.

certain digital deformations, which are nearer to, if perhaps not true, dominants.

1—2



4 ETHEL M. ELDERTON

say while a brother and sister marriage would lead to 25 p. c. of the offspring having

the harmful character patent and another 50 p. c. having it latent, the intermarriage

of the cousins of the DR class among themselves would lead to the same baneful

results as this brother-sister marriage, while the intermarriage of the DR class of

cousin with the DD would also lead to 50 p. c. with the latent detrimental character.

In other words endogamy as far as brothers and sisters are concerned would lead to

:

25 p. c. hale. 50 p. c. latent evil. 25 p. c. patent evil,

while endogamy in the cousinship would give us:

56"25 p. c. hale. 37"5 p. c. latent evil. 6-25 p. c. patent evil.

The explanation therefore of the wide-spread social feeling against endogamy in

the first degree, even between apparently hale individuals, is on the surface of it

explicable on the Mendelian theory ; also we see that, whether we look upon cousin

marriage as producing on the average more than six per cent, of patent evil, or in

the other aspect, that some cousin marriages are as detrimental as brother-sister

marriages, reasons can be found for their all being forbidden by tribal custom or

religious ordinance. But this is after all only to look on one side of the picture,

because the RR characteristic might be a patent good quality suddenly introduced

from outside into a population ; in such a case cousin marriage is distinctly to be

commended, and brother-sister marriage would be more effectual still. In this way
the endogamy of many early communities receives its due sanction. As long as a

species is likely to vary advantageously, endogamy between collaterals of the first

degree will produce 75 p. c. with patent or latent good quality, and between collaterals

of the second degree 62 5 p. c* ; even endogamy of ascendants and descendants may
be advantageous. It is probable that whenever selection is extremely stringent the

relative advantages of endogamy become apparent and are emphasised by tribal

custom. But the Mendelian theory cannot be considered as demonstrated, and if it

were, we could hardly at present apply it to man. We have no means of separating

the DR's from the DD's, short of that experimental breeding which the Mendelians

tell us is the only reliable guide to the gametic constitution. We cannot, however,

afford to bring defective children into the world to test where the endogamous union

will be an advantage, where a failure. The somatic characters of the individual and

of his or her ancestry are at present our sole possible guide to his or her gametic

constitution. From this standpoint we may ask what is the quantitative value of

the cousin in the problem of inheritance ? In predicting the probable offspring of an

individual is the cousinship of more or less importance than the parents' brothers and

sisters ? Is a knowledge of the grandparents' characters of greater value than that of

the cousin ? It will be clear that the cousinship while generally less accessible than

the sibship, is often far more accessible than the grandparentage, or in the case of

orphans than even the parentage ; and for the special purpose of medical diagnosis

* This supposes that endogamy in the first degree is forbidden.
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may be of great relevance. The existing state of doubt as to the quantitative value

of cousinship may be illustrated from such a vital problem as that of the hereditary

predisposition to mental disease where some medical authorities would exclude entirely

evidence drawn from the cousinship*, while they retain the inquiry as to the direct

line and as to collaterals in the first degree. As the cousinship often combines many

lines, it requires of course careful handling, but its size and relative accessibility may

be factors which give it equal importance with the grandparentage or the parental

sibships.

2. With the object of throwing light on the value of the record of cousinship, an

inquiry as to the physical and psychological resemblance of first cousins was set on foot

by Karl Pearson some five years ago and a grant obtained from the Government

Grant Committee to assist the investigation. The assistance derived from this source

is here gratefully acknowledged. The plan followed was twofold. Two independent

collections were started. The first part of the investigation was based upon very

general inquiries as to the physical and psychical characteristics of families. At

present about 300 families have supplied very full particulars of ancestors and

collaterals as far as the personal knowledge of the recorders extend. These Family

Records supply the material upon which the bulk of the present paper is based, and

provide sufficient pairs of cousins to give a fair idea of the general intensity of re-

semblance in cousins. The family schedules asked for the following information:

(1) Present Age or Age at Death of each individual.

(2) Ailments in Life.

(3) Cause of Death, if dead.

(4) General Health under the Categories : Very Robust, Robust, Normally

Healthy, Delicate, and Very Delicate.

(5) Ability under the categories :

A.

—

Mentally Defective.—Capable of holding in the mind only the simplest

facts, and incapable of perceiving or reasoning about the relationship

between facts.

B.

—

Slow Dull.—Capable of perceiving relationship between facts in some

few fields with long and continuous effort ; but not generally or without

much assistance.

C.

—

Slow.—Very slow in thought generally, but with time understanding is

reached.

D.

—

Slow Intelligent.—Slow generally, although possibly more rapid in

certain fields
;

quite sure of knowledge when once acquired.

E
x

.

—

Fairly Intelligent.—Ready to grasp, and capable of perceiving facts in

most fields ; capable of understanding without much effort.

* Bucknill and Tuke : Psychological Medicine, 2nd edn. p. 266.
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E...

—

Distinctly Capable.—A mind quick in perception and in reasoning

rightly about the perceived.

F.

—

Very Able.—Quite exceptionally able intellectually, as evidenced either

by the person's career or by consensus of opinion of acquaintances.

During a part of the investigation E, and E
2
were classed together as E, but

a large number of D, E and E, F entries (i.e. 'Betwixt' entries) occurring,

this category of E was divided as above into Ej and E.,.

(6) Temper under the categories : Sullen Temper, Quick Temper, Even Temper,

Weak Temper (not ' even,' but weak good nature).

(7) Temperament—under three divisions (a) Reserved, Expressive or Betwixt
;

(b) Sympathetic, Callous or Betwixt
;

(c) Excitable, Calm or Betwixt.

(8) Success in Life under the categories : Marked Success : An individual who is

not only marked above his family, but above his fellow citizens for achievement in

life. One who has made a name which would find a place in the Dictionary of

National Biography. Prosperous Career: An individual who has advanced beyond his

family level but not necessarily marked among his fellow men. An active successful

life or career. Average Career: An individual who has not fallen below the family

standard of life, whether in profession, trade or craft. Difficult Career : An individual

who has found it difficult to maintain the previous family standard. One who has had

a struggling and unprosperous career. Failure : An individual who has more or less

failed in life ; a bankrupt, or ne'er-do-well ; this letter (F.) may be used to cover the

black sheep of a family.

Considerable care was taken in distributing the schedules* among those likely to

be interested in the investigation and having a sense of responsibility for the frank-

ness and fullness of the information provided. A considerable number of schedules

were returned to the recorders for corrections or additions which were at once

supplied. In less than two per cent, of cases was it needful to reject a schedule

as untrustworthy, or so incomplete as to be useless. Each Family Record contains on

the average particulars of about 40 individuals and, as it is hoped to raise the total

number of records from the present 300 to 1000, we shall then possess an account of

a fairly random sample of the general population of about 40,000 persons.

3. The various types of cousinship distinguished in the schedules are :

(^4) Cousins are sons of two brothers. (B) Cousins are sons of two sisters. (C)

Cousins are sons of a brother and a sister. (D) Cousins are daughters oftwo brothers.

(E) Cousins are daughters of two sisters. (F) Cousins are daughters of a brother

and sister. (G) Cousins are son and daughter of two brothers. (H) Cousins are son

and daughter of two sisters. (/) One cousin is daughter of a brother, the other is son

of a sister. (K) One cousin is daughter of a sister, the other is son of a brother.

* They provided for information with regard to four generations in the direct line, and three

generations of collaterals.
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A, B and C are types of male, D, E and F are types of female, G, H, I, A' of male

and female cousins. There are thus ten types of simple first cousins. It was con-

sidered desirable to keep these ten types distinct in order to ascertain how far

resemblance was modified by change of sex in descent from a common ancestor.

Special cases of abnormal cousinship in the first degree were not included. All

individuals dealt with were adults. The four characteristics : General Health,

Ability, Temper and Success in Life, providing 5, 7, 4 and 5 categories, admitted

at once of tables of contingency being formed of at least 4x4 groups, and these were

at once reduced by the method of mean square contingency. This was done for all

the ten types of cousinship. In the case of Temperament there were only the

alternatives and the ' Betwixt ' groups. We were thus compelled to use either con-

tingency on a 3 x 3-fold grouping or else assume the material to have a Gaussian

distribution and apply fourfold table divisions. In the latter case the results will vary

somewhat according to the alternative with which the ' Betwixt ' group is associated.

The Temperament results are, however, in our opinion the least reliable of the

series. We believe this to be due to the fact that the ability, success, health and

to some extent the temper of an individual are matters of common knowledge or

repute ; but that temperament as we have classified it is less generally realised.

There is little doubt that some of the recorders had not previously formed a general

estimate of temperament, and have taken that of a particular individual as a standard

to classify other members of the family by. We should not be inclined accordingly

to place much stress on the Temperament results as proving anything beyond the

basal principle that temperament is an inherited charactei\

In the second series of investigations, it was considered that it would not be

without interest to deal with an entirely novel physical character, i.e. novel from the

standpoint of inheritance, and accordingly the hand was selected as easily accessible

and, at any rate for some characters*, capable of fairly accurate measurement. Other

physical characters readily ascertainable were eye and hair colours and general health.

Accordingly a cousin schedule was issued with the directions for measurement noted

below. See Appendix A, p. 21. Much time and energy had already been spent

over an endeavour to reproduce in a cheap manner the eye and hair scales used as

standards in the Biometric Laboratory. Ultimately we had to content ourselves with

an admittedly imperfect chromolithograph of hair coloursf. For the eye scale we used

a hand-painted scale. Miss Mary Beeton kindly painted on a printed blank the

irides of 24 eyes, painting one eye at a time in about 100 copies from a standard

glass eye. To these scales was added a cheap but quite efficient hand-spanner

prepared by the Cambridge Scientific Instrument Company. The scales, spanners,

directions and schedules were circulated in the same manner as the similar material

* R. S. Proc. Vol. 65, pp. 126—151 : "Data for the Problem of Evolution in Man. A First Study

of the Human Hand." By M. A. Whiteley and Karl Pearson,

t Reproduced Biometrika, Vol. v. p. 474.
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for the Family Measurements of six years ago* : they were loaned to College students,

personal friends of members of the Biometric Laboratory and others. It was, however,

soon obvious that we had miscalculated the ease with which pairs of cousins could be

found and measured. The work went forward extremely slowly, most investigators

sent in only two or three pairs ; and when the question of repeating or verifying

a measurement arose, the delay or even the impossibility of supplementing the data

was much more common than in the case of the Family Records. In fact cousins are

not like brothers and sisters, or pai'ents and offspring, in daily touch with each other;

and at the end of three or four years, we are far from having reached a sufficient

supply of cousin pairs. Hardly indeed have 300 pairs been yet measured. Accord-

ingly this side of the enquiry is incomplete and will only be used as a control series.

We need scarcely say that we shall be very glad indeed to loan spanner and scales to

any reader of this memoir who will undertake to measure pairs of adult cousins.

4. We now turn to the analytical methods by which the material was reduced.

We have already pointed out that contingency was used throughout the whole of the

first series, but that in the case of Temperament the 3 x 3-fold tables were not finely

enough grouped to make contingency thus obtained really comparable with that found

from higher-fold tables. Accordingly the temperament tables were only worked out

by 3 x 3-fold contingency in the case of the three groups : male cousin pairs, female

cousin pairs, and male and female cousin pairs. The fourfold table methodt was used

on the same material in thirty cases, namely the three classes of temperament in the

ten classes of cousins.

The mean value of the degree of resemblance between cousins as found from

40 contingency tables was "271 + '009 with a standard deviation of "083 + "006. The

mean value of the degree of resemblance in temperament as found from 30 tables by

fourfold process was -258 + -014, but the variability in this case was 35 p. c. greater,

the standard deviation being •115 + 'OrO.

The temperament tables worked by contingency with three types of cousins gave

the result -238 ±"010, with the reduced variability indicated by -045 + -007. These

results are collected in Table I. They suffice to show that mean square contingency

methods give more uniform results than the fourfold tables i. But the mean found

from contingency for Health, Ability, Temper and Success does not sensibly differ

from that found for the three divisions of temperament by fourfold tables leading to

the coefficient of correlation. If we combine the results of both methods so as to

* Directions and form of schedule for this case are reproduced in Biometrika, Vol. n. pp. 359-60.

t The fourfold tables were worked for two groupings for the alternatives Excitable or Calm ; the

Betwixts being thrown first into one group and then into the other, the average value of the correlation

coefficient is that given in Table III. In the case of the alternatives Reserved and Exjjressive the Betwixts

were thrown into the Reserved, and in that of the alternatives Sympathetic and Callous into the latter

group. This was done after some consideration and enquiry as to the popular weight of terming an

individual ' reserved ' or ' callous.'

\ The corresponding nine fourfold tables were somewhat erratic and gave a mean of only - 19.
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obtain a general average degree of resemblance between the ten types of cousins for

seven characters, we find for the whole seventy tables :

Mean value '267 ± '008. Standard Deviation = -093 + -006. Accordingly we may

conclude that the average degree of resemblance of cousins lies between -25 and "30,

say at '27.

Table I. Mean Results by Different Methods.

Characters
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The fluctuation is no doubt considerable in our results. But we think that it lies

far more in the difficulty of estimating psychical characters, than in any real variation

in the degree of resemblance. The fluctuation is greatest precisely in those characters

where personal bias and sex bias make the judgment more difficult.

We are now in a position to compare the intensity of resemblance between cousins

with that between brethren. Diagram I, p. 9, shows graphically the distribution of

the degree of resemblance of the 70 cases of cousins in this first series and of

65 cases of brethren, physical and psychical. The cases were numerically distributed

as follows :

Table II.
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both series are : Health, Ability and Temper in adult cousins, and in sibships of school

children ; the following table gives the results for three classes :

Table II a.

Type
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omitting the cousins from the record. On the same ground the marriage of niece or

nephew with uncle or aunt seems to be a marriage of exactly the same degree of

kinship as a marriage between first cousins.

The only grandparental data at present reduced for man* are those for eye-colour

and the eight cases give a mean value of "32 1. This is somewhat higher than the

value ("27) for cousins, and pigmentation data in horses have given an almost equal

value. Still other species show rather smaller intensity, and until further data are

reduced for the case of man, especially for psychical characters, we are not convinced

that the grandparental relationship is definitely more important than the cousinship.

At any rate, even with our present values
(

-27 as against "32) it will be seen that it is

not reasonable for the purposes of medical or actuarial diagnosis to neglect the cousins,

and make a considerable point as to the grandparental constitution. The grandparent,

the uncle or aunt and the cousin are practically on the same footing with regard to

relationship or intensity of kinship as measured by degree of likeness of character

;

and it seems probable that any scientific marriage enactments would equally allow or

equally forbid marriage between grandparent and grandchild, uncle and niece, aunt and

nephew and between first cousins. This conclusion is reached on the assumption that

the undesirability of marriage depends on the closeness of likeness in the gametic

constitution, and that on the average the i-esemblance of the somatic characters may

be taken as a measure of the average gametic resemblance between any two classes.

5. We now turn to the details of Table III.

We first ask whether there is any sensible difference between the intensity of

inheritance in males and females. We note that the probable error of any individual

result runs from about -02 for cousins of same sex to "03 for cousins of different sexes.

Our table shows us that the average for pairs of male cousins is the same as that for

pairs of female cousins, i.e. "26. If we could lay any stress on the difference "02, we

should assert that cousins of different sexes were more alike than cousins of the same

sex. But we certainly cannot, and thus, as far as our data go, we can only conclude

that difference of sex makes no difference in degree of likeness.

In the next place we may consider whether type of cousinship makes any differ-

ence in the intensity of resemblance. Our mean values for all the characters range

from '22 to -31 according to the type, and it might be thought that this offered

sufficient range to answer the question. As defining the types there are two considera-

tions to be noted, (i) a difference of sex in either generation, parental or cousinal, and

(ii) a change of sex in descent. Neglecting the first we have :

No change of sex in descent in : A (SO), E (-27) or K (-29)

;

One change of sex in descent in : C (-23), F (-28), G (-24) or H ('31)

;

Two changes of sex in descent in : B ('24), D ('22), or / ('29).

* The Family .Records of the present series provide unreduced material for seven characters, and this

will shortly be dealt with.

t Phil. Trans. Vol. 195, A, p. 115.
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The means for the three groups are '287, -265 and "250 respectively. It may

possibly be therefore that change of sex slightly weakens the intensity of inheritance

in the stock. If we turn to the first consideration the change of sex in the same

generation, the connected parents are of the same sex and the cousins of the same sex

in A and A. but in K the connected parents are of different sexes and the cousins

o\' different sexes. A" is not. however, the least of the three. In C and /''there is a

Table III. General Results of First Scries. Characters of Cousins.

Type of Cousins
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For / there are such changes for both generations ; and yet / is larger than B and D.

We must thus consider that a difference of sex in the same generation makes no

difference in the intensity of resemblance so far as our present data go. Accordingly,

if change of sex in descent does to some extent weaken inheritance*, it does not

appear connected with sex differences in the same generation. The differences noted

are, however, too slender and the whole system of values too fluctuating to build up

any hypothesis as to sex influence in heredity.

If we now turn to the separate characters, and compare irrespective of cousin type

the general means of each, we find an even wider range of results ('19 to '34). We
attribute this only in part to real differences in the intensity of resemblance ; we

consider it more due to (a) difficulties of estimating some of the characters dealt

with, especially as in the case of cousins they are usually not in daily contact with

each other; (b) differences of method employed, and the assumption that temperament

follows a normal distribution of frequency.

Accordingly we shall draw no conclusions as to divergences in resemblance,

believing our data may be relied upon to give a " general average resemblance " of

cousins, but cannot be pressed beyond such a result to discriminate between individual

of character.

6. We now turn to the results of the second series of quantitative measure-

ments. These measurements as we have already noted are far from complete. They

give for the four measurements 107 pairs of female cousins, 34 pairs of male cousins,

and 111 pairs of male and female cousins, the two first sets giving 214 and 68 pairs in

the symmetrical table.

The following table gives the statistical constants of the series of measurements.

It will be observed that we have two series for each sex, but not all the individuals in

each series are different.

This table shows at once considerable irregularities, which may be due to the

paucity of data, or to the defective handling of the spanners. While the finger joint

measurements give a sex-ratio for the absolute lengths = '91, very nearly the usual

11/12 of stature and of bone measurements in man, the widths of hand and wrist

(involving a good deal more care in determination and allowing of more personal

equation) give ratios of about H'5/12. For these also the man is both absolutely and

relatively more variable than the woman. For the joint measurements the woman is

equally variable absolutely with the man, and relatively more variable. It seems

improbable that this equal absolute variability is correct. It is not true for the

majority of bone measurements in man and woman. It is further to be noted that in

the Male and Female Cousins series, where there was a much larger return of measure-

* The influence of change of sex has been very elusive ; it would appear to have some bearing on the

inheritance of eye-colour in man (Biometrika, Vol. II. pp. 237-40), but we have failed to find it in coat-colour

in horses (Ibid. Vol. n. pp. 229-34). It is doubtfully significant in the cases of coat-colour of Greyhounds

(Ibid. Vol. in. pp. 257-8), and of Shorthorns (Ibid. Vol. iv. pp. 449-51).
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Hunts made by male students than in the case of the Female and Female Cousins

series, the absolute variabilities of the women are in every case less than in the

latter series. In a certain number of cases it was actually found that the user of the

hand-spanner had read from the sliding edge and not from the index point, but the

difference amounting to about 20 mm. was obvious on the face of the measurements

and at once allowed for by measuring the particular hand-spanner which had been

used. It is believed that no residual error has crept in in this manner, but the

point will be again dealt with below.

Table IV. Statistical Constants of Measurements of Hand in Man and Woman,

Sez
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This view might be confirmed possibly by noting that the less easy measurements,

those on hand and wrist, gave lower results than the joint measurements. But

on further inspection of the table we notice that it is the female-female series which

diverges so much from our previous results. The eight cases in which a male was one

of the pair, and presumably worked the spanner, give a mean of -

270, agreeing

excellently with the -267 of our much larger first series. It is the pairs of female

cousins, with their excessive variabilities, which give an intensity of resemblance

equal to that of a sibship, and raising the average from -270 to "336.

To test the matter further the following steps were taken. A formula has been

given by Pearson* which is based on normal distribution of frequency and gives the

correlation coefficient in terms of the sum, S(x — y), of the positive differences of

correlated variates which have the same mean and s.D. Now this is precisely the

case of the 106 cousin pairs if we treat them as a symmetrical distribution of 212

pairs. The formula is :

,.-1 y{s (
x -y)Y

Applied to the data for the joint of the little finger in pairs of female cousins, we find

r = '5578, while found by the product moment method the answer is "5579, a very

close agreement. But it will be clear that if the measurer had a personal equation of

the nature of a constant error for each pair, it would drop out in the difference x — y

for that pair. Hence the formula above is convenient to use when such an error for

the individual pair is suspected to exist, and the variability cr can be found from

other considerations. If in this particular case we adopt : (a) the standard deviation

of the women in the series of male and female cousins, (b) the standard deviation

found for the women on the assumption that the coefficient of variation for the women

ought to be (what it usually is) practically the same as for the men, i.e. if we take the

two values 2701 and 2 -

474, we find that the above formula gives r= -48 and "38

respectively. Thus indicating some considerable reduction from the value -

56. It is

therefore possible that an adding or subtracting of a constant difference in some of

the measurements is the source of the exaggerated values of the female cousins

resemblance. Such an error would not only have exaggerated the standard deviation,

but it would have resulted at once, if a wrong correction had been applied to the

measurements of those helpers who read at the edge, and not at the index point, of

the spanner. It is believed that no spanners were removed from the numbered boxes

until the measurements had been corrected ; but the doubt, however slight, to those

who had the control of the instruments, is sufficient to. make it needful to repeat as

soon as possible the whole series of measurements on female-female cousins.

We are able to use this second series as a control series also for the characters,

hair colour, eye colour and general health. The method used was that of contingency

* "On further methods of determining Correlation," Drapers' Research Memoirs, Biometric Series IV.

p. 4 et seq. (Dulau it Co., Soho Square).
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but it must be remembered that the series were short, i.e. treated as symmetrical

tables we had only 68, and 218 entries, and for male and female cousins 113. The

results given in the following- table were reached.

Table VI. Non-quantitative Characters, Second Scries.

Character Male and Male
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points of doubt and difficulty ; for this reason we have not yet modified the general

average of the First Series by including these higher results. But it is conceivable

that we may have to raise the general measure of resemblance of cousins from "28 to

•33, when other large series already observed have been tabulated and reduced.

7. One further point may be finally touched upon, namely the inheritance of

disease. We cannot in the least hope here for accurate numerical estimates, but the

data of our first series may suffice to show that cousins are of value even from the

standpoint of medical diagnosis. The difficulties of accurate determination are as

follows :

((() While on the schedules the record of brothers and sisters, of children, of parents

and of grandparents is fairly complete, that of cousins must necessarily be defective. It

is quite possible-—nay not infrequent— to have more than 50 first cousins. And while

one or two recorders actually were patient enough to enter details of a cousinship

as large or even larger than this, the bulk of recorders contented themselves with

entering a much more limited number, 10 to 12, and thus we have the first limitation;

our cousins, as the recorders themselves state, are a selection. It is probable, also, that

the selection has been made more frequently of living than of dead cousins, and more

frequently of accessible than possibly inaccessible cousins ; thus the individuals

suffering from phthisis or insanity, or having died from these diseases, may without

direct intention to deceive have been more frequently omitted than in the case of

relatives all of whom were included.

(b) The cousins in our family record schedules are those of the subject. In order

to get full ancestral information a young adult has been very often taken as the subject

and the cousins belong accordingly to the third generation, and are themselves often

young adults. It follows accordingly that their medical history is in many cases

incomplete. They have not passed wholly through the danger zone in the case of

either tuberculosis or insanity.

In the case of tuberculosis, we have for instance among males only 206 tuberculous

out of 2990 individuals, and among females only 205 out of 3242, whereas 10 p.c.

would probably be affected if we had the full record.

In our records for example there are in the case of women 130 cases of individuals

classed as cousins with some form of brain disease or mental defect*. These

130 individuals have 6 insane and 124 sane cousins. If in the remainder of their

lives 4 persons out of those 124 sane cousins were to suffer from some form of brain

attack, then our table would be as follows :

* "Insanity" for the purpose of this investigation has been taken to include the neuroses: confirmed

alcoholism and marked hysteria. These were not included by Heron in using Pearson's Family Records

(Eugenics Laboratory Pali/iratiiut.i, n. p. 33). Its use here approaches "want of mental balance."
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suggest that disease tendencies are not inherited at the same rate as physical and

psychological characters in cousins.

8. General Conclusions. Our memoir has dealt with two series of cousin

records. The quantitative measure of the resemblance of cousins is of great importance

—not only on account of its bearing on eugenic marriages, but because cousins form

often the principal living record to assist medical diagnosis. Its determination,

however, presents considerable difficulties. It is not hard to collect data as to the

characters of cousins, when these characters can be judged without the actual presence

of the cousins. This was done in our first series. But when we come to the

quantitative measurement of cousins our experience has been unfavourable to the

rapid accumulation of extensive material. The passing from brethren to cousins—

-

although the latter are a far wider group—has more than trebled the difficulty of

obtaining measurements. Further our choice of the hand as the organ to be dealt with

has possibly led to difficulty, as the treatment and use of the spanner needed more care

than a simple measuring tape. It was possible to explain and illustrate the use of the

spanner to all the male students to whom it was loaned, but in the case of women

helpers we had often to trust to written directions. This may be the source of the

high values found for the resemblance of women cousins, but we confess frankly that

we are not satisfied that it is so, and we must await the reduction of further material

before settling this point. If we turn to the 70 cases dealt with on the basis of our

first series, we find an average resemblance of about -

27, which tallies with the average

found from the eight quantitative series involving male cousins in our second

investigation. If this value be confirmed we should say that cousins have as much

significance as the parental brothers and sisters. On the other hand an examination

of our table shows that what may be treated as the more easily judged and reliable

results, show a rather higher value than '27, approximating rather to the '33 of the

grandparental resemblance. The pigmentation results of the second series tend to

confirm this view.

We should conclude accordingly from the present results that for the purposes of

eugenics cousins must be classed as equally important with uncles and aunts, and that

they may eventually turn out to be as important as grandparents. For practical

purposes it would hardly seem possible in the matter of marriage restrictions based

solely on the gametic resemblance judged by somatic characters, to differentiate

between the three classes. This equality of resemblance which may appear at first

sight paradoxical will be confirmed for uncles and aunts in a forthcoming memoir.

Its physiological bearing appears to us of fundamental importance as indicating that

a determinantal theory of heredity, emphasising alternate inheritance, must take pre-

cedence of any theory of simple blending for the bulk of the characters here dealt with.

We do not consider that our data show any difference between the inheritance of

physical, psychical and pathological characters, which could not be accounted for by

(a) the difficulty of appreciating temperament, and (b) the incompleteness of the

cousin record.



APPENDIX A.

HEREDITARY RESEMBLANCE OF FIRST COUSINS*.

I. OBJECT OF MEASUREMENTS AND GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS.

I.—The present state of our knowledge of the laws of inheritance in man may
be summed up as follows :

—

We know well for a variety of organs direct inheritance from parent to offspring,

and the collateral relationship between brothers and sisters. We have less complete,

but still valuable data for the direct line in the case of grandparent and great-grand-

parents, and for the collateral line in the case of uncles and aunts. To supplement

our knowledge, one of the most urgent problems is the determination of the degree

of resemblance between cousins. It is with a view of solving this problem of cousin

relationship that I appeal for cooperative observations and issue the present paper

and schedules.

II.—For the purposes of the present investigation we are to understand by the

word cousin ;

(i) Full blood First Cousins, that is children of two whole (not half) brothers,

of two whole (not half) sisters, or of a whole (not half) sister and brother. Such

cousins are to have one and only one grandparental pair in common, and we term

them normal cousins.

(ii) " Abnormal " first cousins are to be excluded.

It may happen that two brothers of one family have married to two sisters

of another family, or that a sister and brother of one family have married a brother

and sister of a second. The issue of such marriages are "doubly" first cousins having

all their grandparents in common. Again, a brother and sister in one family might

marry an aunt and a nephew in a second family, or again, might marry a woman
and a man who are cousins in a second family, or, two brothers may marry two half

sisters in a second family. Indeed cases of abnormal cousinship occur in which the

abnormal cousins have 1, 2, 3 or 4 common grandparents. All such cases are excluded

from the present investigation, which is concerned only with normal cousinship as

defined under (i).

(iii) Normal cousins for the purpose of this investigation must be between 18

and 45 years of age.

* Issued by Professor Pearson, 1902 and onwards.
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We cannot for a longer period consider the eye and hair colour to remain even

approximately constant. With a shorter period we might fail to obtain sufficient

material for statistical purposes.

III.—There are ten kinds of normal first cousins. Let A and B stand for the two

cousins, thus :

—

Tiro (A and B may be sons of two brothers.

Male - A and B may be sons of two sisters.

Cousins\A and B may be sons of a sister and brother.

Two (A and B may be daughters of two brothers.

Female-, A and B may be daughters of two sisters.

( husins\A and B may be daughters of a brother and sister.

Male IA and B may be son and daughter of two brothers.

and
)
A and B may be son and daughter of two sisters.

Female \A may be the son of a sister and B the daughter of a brother.

Cousins [A may be the son of a brother and B the daughter of a sister.

In this classification in the last group of " male and female cousins," A is taken

as the male and B as the female cousin. But in the actual schedule provision is

made for the case where the observer has taken A for the female and B for the

male cousin.

The observer, after entering his or her own name, should fill in the names of

the cousins A and B and their sex by putting a cross under male or female. Next,

under type of cousinship, a cross should be put in the last column against the special

type of the two cousins observed. This is very important, because we have reason

to believe from the grandparental and avuncular relationships that the degree of

resemblance varies a good deal with the type.

IV.—Any individual cousin A may be dealt with in any number of cases, but

it is not desirable to compare one cousin A with more than four other cousins who

are brothers and sisters to each other, and of these, not more than two should be

of one sex. Subject to this limitation A may appear, or A's brothers and sisters,

in any number of cousinships. A fresh schedule should be used for each such cousin-

ship. It is not, however, necessary to fill in on these additional schedules all the

measurements and characters. The name and sex only of the repeated cousin, and

the type of cousinship, need to be inserted. A cross reference to the number of the

observer's series in which the cousin is fully recorded will then suffice. A blank

is left for this reference under the name and sex of cousin. For example, if P, Q,

R, S be children of four different brothers and sisters, we first fill up a schedule

of P and Q, then one of R referring to the schedule containing P ; and another

schedule referring to the schedule containing R and to the one containing Q, but

giving the type of Q and R cousinship. Then we measure S and refer to P, and
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finally two more schedules give merely the names of S and Q, and <S and R with

their types of cousinship, and refer to the proper schedules for the observations on S,

Q and R. Or again, the observer may till in one schedule for himself or herself,

and then with simple reference to the number of that schedule and the type of

cousinship, till in separate papers for twenty or thirty of his or her cousins. Then

another series of schedule papers may be filled with simple references to the indi-

viduals among these twenty or thirty persons (without repeating their measurements)

who are cousins among themselves apart from their relationship to the observer. In

each case the type of cousinship must he marked on the new schedule paper.

V.

—

Directions for recording Observations.

(1) Hair Colour.

On the hair-colour scale in the box, pick out the number of the hair corresponding

most nearly to the colour under observation. If the hair considered falls between

two tints, so exactly that you cannot say that it is nearer to the one than the other,

give both tints, thus 5— 6. If the hair has turned grey before 45, say so ; and

if the hair is of tint distinctly not on the scale, fasten a very small sample, sufficient

to show colour, on the data sheet with the border of a sheet of postage stamp, or

other strip of gummed paper.

(2) Eye Colour.

In judging eye colour, first fix the attention on the amount of orange-brown

pigment in the iris. If there be no orange-brown pigment, the eye is (l) Dark Blue,

(2) Blue, (3) Light Blue, (4) Light Grey. With hardly visible amounts of the orange-

brown pigment we have next (5) Blue-green, (G) Dark Grey, (7) Hazel. Lastly,

with clearly marked orange-brown pigment, we have (8) Light Brown, (9) Brown,

(10) Dark Brown, (11) Very Dark Brown, (12) "Black." Samples of these eye types

are given on the eye-colour scale. Look at the eye with the light upon it from a

distance of about 1 8 inches and compare it with the scale. If the eye falls between

two types on the scale, give the numbers of both types ; if it agrees fairly well with

any type, give the number of that single type only. Thus G—7 would mean that the

eye in question fell between 6 and 7 of the scale, but 7 would signify that it was

closer to the 7 than to the 6 of the scale.

(3) Health.

Place a cross against the category under which the general health falls.

(4) Measurements of Hand.

These are to be made with the hand-spanner which will be found in the box.

All the readings are to be taken to the nearest mark on the scale, and the observer

need not give fractions of the units on the scale, if the length falls between two

marks. If in any case the observer finds it quite impossible to determine which is

the nearer mark, then give both units, e.g., 34—35.
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Fig. (i).

Self-measurement of the left hand by means of the hand-spanner.

(i) Width of Wrist. See Figure (i).

Feel for and satisfy yourself as to the positions of the bony protuberances on

either side of the main joint of the wrist. They

are the sides of the ends of the two bones of

the forearm. The space between the outer sides

of these has to be measured with tbe spanner.

Hold the spanner in the right hand, resting its

fixed jaw against tbe breast, and manipulate

the movable jaw with the spare fingers of the

right hand. Lay the left wrist back upwards

between the jaws of the spanner, so that the

bony protuberances come against the jaws.

Close the jaws with gentle pressure and clamp

the movable jaw with the clamping nut under-

neath. Repeat this at least once, and if time

will allow twice, taking the reading each time

and entering it on the schedule. Do not be

surprised if your measurements are not exactly

the same. Only suspect something is wrong,

difference in your results. If this be so, test carefully again. Do not fill in column

marked "mean," but leave this to those who have to reduce the observations.

(ii) Width of Hand. (Left hand, as before.) See Figure (ii).

Feel for and satisfy yourself as to the positions of the outer sides of the knuckles,

the one side being formed at the joint at

the base of the little finger, the other at

that of the forefinger. The hand is to be

placed with the fingers close together, with

the palm upwards, and all the knuckles

tmuLiug the spanner. Measure the width

between the outer sides with the spanner

held with the fixed jaw against the breast

and the scale horizontally upwards. Bring

the movable jaw without pressure against

the knuckle at the base of the forefinger.

Clamp and read the scale. N.B.—Take

care to make two or three trials.

you find two units
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(iii) Length of First Joint of Index and Little Fingei

See Figure (iii).

Close the fist (thumb outside) and

thumb uppermost and spanner hori-

zontal—the lengths from knuckle to

first joint of (a) the Index Finger

;

(b) the Little Finger. The outside of

first joint is put against the tixed jaw

of the spanner, and the movable jaw

is brought against the outside of the

knuckle with gentle pressure. Clamp

and read as before, making two or three

trials.

All the measurements should be

made with care. The above instruc-

tions are intended for self-measurement,

but it is easy for one observer to measure

both of a pair of cousins, or him or herself and then the cousin

Fig. (iii).

VI.—In case of any difficulty, please apply at once to Professor Karl Pearson,

University College, London, W.C. The Box and papers should not be kept longer

than a month, unless the observer finds it possible to undertake a large series of

cousins. About a thousand pairs of cousins of each type, 10,000 in all, will be

required. Hence every co-operator will appreciate the necessity for rapid circulation

of the boxes, of which only a limited number can be provided. •

The name of the observer and address should always be given, in case it is

necessary to ask questions as to any special measurement or observation. The

cousins, if it be preferred, may be simply denoted by the initials of their christian

and surnames, as these will suffice for the observer to identify them*.

* Spanners and schedules are still (November, 1907) being issued,

measurements will be gratefully accepted.

id help in further cousin
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II. SCHEDULE.

Kindly make no attempt to fill this Schedule in until the General Instructions

have been carefully read through.

Hereditary Resemblance of First Cousins.

Ages between 18 and 45.

Observer

Name

Number in

Observer's Series
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(1) Hair-Colour.

Insert number of nearest tint on hair-colour scale

(2) Eye-Colour.

Insert number of nearest tint on eye-colour scale

A
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TABLES OF DATA.

Health. Male Cousins.

Table I. Type A.

First Male Cousin
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Health. Female ( Iousins

Table IV. Type />.

First Female Cousin

Table V. Type E.

First Female Cousin
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Health. Male and Female Cousins.

Table VII. Type G.

Male Cousin

Table VIII. Type H.

Male Cousin
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Intelligence. Male Cousins.

Table XL Type A.

First Male Cousin
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Intelligence. Female Cousins.

Table XIV. Type D.

First Female Cousin
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Intelligence. Male and Female Cousins.

Table XVII. Type G.

Male Cousin
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Success. Male CousrNS.

Table XXI. Type A.

First Male Cousiu
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SrccKss. Female (
'oi sins.

Table XXIV. Typi />.

First Female I lonsin
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Success. Male and Female Cousins.

Table XXVII. Type G.

Male Cousin
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Temper. Male ( Iousinj

Table XXXF Type A.

First Male Cousin
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Temper. Female Cousins.

Table XXXIV. Type D.

First Female Cousin
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Temper. Male and Female Cousins.

Table XXXVII. Type G. Table XXXVIII. Type II.
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Temperament—Reserved or Expressive. Male Cousins.

Table XLI. Type A. Table XLII. Type B.

First Male Cousin
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Temperament—Reserved or Expressive. Female Cousins.

Table XLIV. Type D.

First Female Cousin

Table XLV. Type E.

First Female Cousin
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Temperament—Reserved or Expressive. Male and Female Cousins.

Table XLVII. Type G

Male Cousin
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Temperament—Reserved or Expressive. Cousins. All Types.

Table LI. Male Cousins.

First Male Cousin
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Temperament—Sympathetic or Callous. Male Cousins.

Table LIV. Type A.

First Male Cousin

Table LV. Type B.

First Male Cousin
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Temperament—Sympathetic or Callous. Female Cousins.

Table LVII. Type D.

First Female Cousin
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Temperament—Sympathetic or Callous. Male and Female Cousins.

Table LX. Type G.

Male Cousin
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Temperament—Sympathetic oe Callous. Cousins. All Types.

Table LXIV. Male Cousins.

First Male Cousin

17
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Temperament—Excitable or Calm. Male Cousins.

Table LXVII. Type A.

First Male Cousin

Table LXVIII. Type B.

First Male Cousin
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Temperament -Excitable ob Calm. Female Cousins.

Table LXX. Type D.

First Female Cousin
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Temperament—Excitable or Calm. Male and Female Cousins.

Table LXXIII. Type G.

Male Cousin
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Temperament—Excitable oe Calm. Cousins. All Types.

Table LXXVII. Male Cousins.

First Male Cousin
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PlGMENT-ATK >X CHARACTERS.

Table LXXX. Eye Colour, Female Cousins.

First Female Cousin
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Pathological Characters.

Table LXXXII. Tuberculosis.

First Male Cousin
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